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Dr. Loewenstein begins by introducing Discrete Behavioral States Theory (DBST) a 

transtheoretical and transdiagnostic theory of human consciousness. Discrete behavioral states 

underlie so much of normal and pathological human behavior as to be invisible. DBS have been 

described in myriad animal phyla from bacteria to humans. DBST applies to normal human 

development and attachment systems, altered states of consciousness, and is an organizing 

framework for most psychiatric disorders as “state-change” disorders. This includes trauma-and-

stressor-related disorders, dissociative disorders (DD), bipolar and mood disorders, panic and 

anxiety disorders, impulse control disorders, borderline personality disorder, and myriad others. 

Other disorders such as substance use and addictive disorders, as well as suicidal behavior and 

other forms of self-destructive behavior (e.g., nonsuicidal self-injury) can be conceptualized as 

attempts to alter problematic states of being. All current theories of dissociation and dissociative 

disorders are fundamentally based on states concepts. DBST can even delineate a transtheoretical 

framework for understanding change during psychotherapy.  

Dr. Loewenstein will discuss Dissociative Disorders as paradigmatic state-change 

disorders with core disturbances of self and self-systems. From a DBST framework, dissociative 

identity disorder (DID) is an alternative developmental pathway where the genetically 

predisposed, traumatized child experiences extreme states during trauma, that, along with 



attachment disturbances, lead to a failure of consolidation of the developmentally normal, 

culturally congruent sense of self across contexts, relationships, and subjective experience. Dr. 

Loewenstein will delineate differences in the constructs of “self”, “self-states”, “identity”, 

“identity states”, and “personality” organization. Data from psychological testing shows that, 

based on developmental/attachment trauma and DBST, DID individuals develop a unique 

personality organization with both posttraumatic liabilities as well as areas of developmental 

resilience that predicts potential positive response to insight-oriented psychotherapy. This 

framework can help make sense of many important – and at times confusing and overwhelming - 

phenomena in DID treatment. These include seemingly instantaneous - often extreme -

idiosyncratic posttraumatic reactivity with confusion of past and present; as well as rapid shifts 

to apparently grounded, clear-thinking, and insightful functioning.  

Dr. Loewenstein will discuss the mixture of terms used to define DID self-states, and 

propose alternative formulations based on trauma/dissociation psychodynamics. He will discuss 

important concepts form psychodynamic theory that can help make sense of DID. DID 

individuals were the primordial patients of Freud, as well as Janet. Psychoanalytic concepts like 

transference/countertransference, defense, and intrapsychic conflict make sense to DID 

individuals and can help them make sense of themselves. He will discuss the importance of 

understanding the basic phenomenology of hypnosis as DID individuals manifest the highest 

hypnotizability of all clinical groups, and typically manifest auto-hypnotic phenomena 

throughout treatment.  He will discuss affect theory – particularly around shame and disgust; 

betrayal trauma theory; and psychodynamic approaches to formulate DID treatment across self-

states, self-state systems, and “the whole human being”. DID individuals experience non-

dissociative psychological processes and important trauma/psychodynamic issues that are 



unconscious to the “whole mind”. Often these make sense in terms of traumatic and mind control 

transferences, and unconscious reenactments and flashbacks. Dr. Loewenstein will discuss 

making sense of negative therapeutic reactions in terms of these dynamics. Typical 

countertransference responses in DID treatment can be understood in terms of DBST, including 

hypnotic and dissociative states experienced by the therapist. Training in hypnosis can help 

therapists make sense of and manage these responses, as well as help DID patients understand 

and adaptively utilize their natural high hypnotic capacities. 

Dr. Loewenstein will discuss trauma-focused psychopharmacology for DID with 

relevance for other severely traumatized patients. He will describe general psychological aspects 

of medication prescribing, as well as those for individuals with severe developmental trauma. He 

will focus on trauma-based reactions of DID patients to the process of psychiatric medication 

treatment. Also, he will delineate how to define medication targets in DID, how to assess 

medication efficacy, and side effects. He will discuss what drug classes may be more or less 

effective for particular indications. He will discuss response (or lack thereof) to ECT and other 

somatic treatments.  

Dr. Loewenstein will review how the foregoing can help the clinician learn “the language 

of DID”: that symptoms, clinical problems, crises, and stalemates in DID treatment can be 

logically decoded using the DBS/trauma/dissociation/attachment perspective proposed in this 

workshop. DID patients experience relief when they “make sense” to themselves, even if the 

sense they make is based on excruciating experiences and malevolent betrayal. 

Objectives: 

 

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be able to:  



1. Formulate DID as a posttraumatic developmental disorder where the 

traumatized child fails to develop a unified sense of self across states and 

contexts, not a “shattered” mind that was previously cohesive.  

2. Describe the psychological organization of DID and how this predicts 

posttraumatic responding during psychotherapy as well as crucial 

resiliencies that can underlie the positive response of DID individuals to 

psychotherapy. 

3. Understand the rationale for DID psychotherapy as focused on tracking 

self-state systems of overlap, intrusion, influence, and cooperation as key 

to successful psychotherapy 

4. Conceptualize the transference of DID patients as continuously negative 

and posttraumatic, even though therapists may experience themselves as 

“good”, “altruistic”, and “caring”.  

5. Make sense of self-states – even seemingly “negative”, “sabotaging”, etc. 

- as logical adaptations to unpredictable malevolent threat and betrayal 

from early attachments: as paradoxical protectors from anticipated 

betrayal or abandonment by any attachment, i.e., the psychotherapist. 

6.  Formulate the underlying trauma-based psychodynamics of negative 

therapeutic reactions in DID patients, a common manifestation of apparent 

“stalemate” in treatment as based in attachment pathology and shame.  

7. Describe appropriate psychopharmacological targets in DID and how to 

discuss these with DID patients 



8. Discuss the traumatic transference-based responses of DID patients to 

psychiatric medication 

9. Will begin to think about DID as a disorder whose symptoms and 

predicaments are fundamentally logical and can be decoded. However, it 

is the logic of growing up with malevolent, unpredictable “caregivers”, 

and of dissociative “solutions” to the insoluble problem of attachment to 

these dangerous caregivers 


